Leveraging Photometric Consistency over Time for Sparsely Supervised Hand-Object Reconstruction
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Abstract

Modeling hand-object manipulations is essential for understanding how humans interact with their environment. While of practical importance, estimating the pose of hands and objects during interactions is challenging due to the large mutual occlusions that occur during manipulation. Recent efforts have been directed towards fully-supervised methods that require large amounts of labeled training samples. Collecting 3D ground-truth data for hand-object interactions, however, is costly, tedious, and error-prone. To overcome this challenge we present a method to leverage photometric consistency across time when annotations are only available for a sparse subset of frames in a video. Our model is trained end-to-end on color images to jointly reconstruct hands and objects in 3D by inferring their poses. Given our estimated reconstructions, we differentiably render the optical flow between pairs of adjacent images and use it within the network to warp one frame to another. We then apply a self-supervised photometric loss that relies on the visual consistency between nearby images. We achieve state-of-the-art results on 3D hand-object reconstruction benchmarks and demonstrate that our approach allows us to improve the pose estimation accuracy by leveraging information from neighboring frames in low-data regimes.

1. Introduction

Understanding how hands interact with objects is crucial for a semantically meaningful interpretation of human action and behavior. In recent years, impressive hand pose estimation results have been demonstrated, but joint prediction of hand and object poses has received so far only limited attention, although unified 3D modeling of hands and objects is essential for many applications in augmented reality, robotics and surveillance.

*This work was performed during an internship at Microsoft.

Figure 1. Our method provides accurate 3D hand-object reconstructions from monocular, sparsely annotated RGB videos. We introduce a loss which exploits photometric consistency between neighboring frames. The loss effectively propagates information from a few annotated frames to the rest of the video.

Estimating the pose of hands during interaction with an object is an extremely challenging problem due to mutual occlusions. Joint 3D reconstruction of hands and objects is even more challenging as this would require precise understanding of the subtle interactions that take place in cluttered real-world environments. Recent work in computer vision has been able to tackle some of the challenges in unified understanding of hands and objects for color input. Pioneering works of \cite{17, 26, 40} have proposed ways to recover hand motion during object manipulation, yet without explicitly reasoning about the object pose. Recent few efforts to model hand-object interactions \cite{12, 47}, on the other hand, have focused on joint 3D hand-object pose estimation and reconstruction techniques. However, these methods require full-supervision on large datasets with 3D hand-object pose annotations. Collecting such 3D ground-truth datasets for hand-object interactions remains a challenging problem.

While motion capture datasets \cite{6} can provide large
Our work tackles the problem of estimating hand-object pose from monocular RGB videos, exploiting photometric cues for self-supervision. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first to apply such self-supervision to hand-object scenarios. We first review the literature on hand and object pose estimation. Then, we focus on methods using motion and photometric cues for self-supervision, in particular in the context of human body pose estimation.

2. Related Work

Our work tackles the problem of estimating hand-object pose from monocular RGB videos, exploiting photometric cues for self-supervision. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first to apply such self-supervision to hand-object scenarios. We first review the literature on hand and object pose estimation. Then, we focus on methods using motion and photometric cues for self-supervision, in particular in the context of human body pose estimation.

Hand and object pose estimation. Most approaches in the literature tackle the problem of estimating either hand or object pose, separately.

For object pose estimation from RGB images, the recent trend is to use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to predict the 2D locations of the object’s 3D bounding box in image space [21, 36, 48]. The 6D pose is then obtained via PnP [23] or further iterative refinement. Such methods commonly need a 3D model of the object as input, and large amounts of labeled data. DeepIM [24] shows generalization to unseen objects by iteratively matching rendered images of an object against observed ones. Recently, Pix2Pose [30] improves robustness against occlusions by predicting dense 2D-3D correspondences between image pixels and the object model. Most methods [24, 30, 46] try to limit the amount of required annotations by relying on synthetic data. However, it remains unclear how well these methods would perform in the presence of large occlusions as the ones caused by hand-object interactions.

Several approaches for hand pose estimation from RGB images focus on regressing 3D skeleton joint positions [5, 17, 26, 44, 52, 55]. However, methods that directly output 3D hand surfaces offer a richer representation, and allow one to directly reason about occlusions and contact points [27]. Parametric hand models like MANO [41] represent realistic 3D hand meshes using a set of shape and pose parameters. [18, 33] fit such parametric models to CNN-regressed 2D joint positions to estimate hand poses from full-body images.

A number of recent methods plug MANO into end-to-end deep learning frameworks, obtaining accurate hand 3D shape and pose from single RGB images [3, 7, 53]. Similarly to us, these approaches regress the model parameters directly from the image, though they do not address scenarios with hand-object interactions. Given the challenges involved, hand-object interactions have been tackled in multi-view or RGB-D camera setups [39, 50]. Targeting pose estimation from single RGB images, Romero et al. [40] obtain 3D hand-object reconstructions via nearest neighbor search in a large database of synthetic images.

Recently, efforts have been put into the acquisition of ground-truth 3D annotations for both hands and objects dur-
Supervision using motion and photometric cues. In RGB videos, motion cues provide useful information that can be used for self-supervision. Several methods explore this idea in the context of human body pose estimation.


Regression 3D poses is more difficult: the problem is fundamentally ambiguous in monocular scenarios. Furthermore, collecting 3D annotations is not as easy as in 2D. VideoPose3D [34] regresses 3D skeleton joint positions, by back-projecting them on the image space and using CNN-estimated 2D keypoints as supervision. Tung et al. [49] regress the SMPL body model parameters [25] by using optical flow and reprojected masks as weak supervision. Differently from us, they rely on an off-the-shelf optical flow method, making the pose accuracy dependent on the flow quality. Recently, Arnab et al. [1] refine noisy per-frame pose predictions [19] using bundle adjustment over the SMPL parameters. These methods are not tested in scenarios with large body occlusions.

Our method enforces photometric consistency between pose estimates from adjacent frames. Similar ideas have been successfully applied to self-supervised learning of ego-motion, depth and scene flow for self-driving cars [4, 8, 54]. Unlike these methods, which estimate pixel-wise probability depth distributions for mostly rigid scenes, we focus on estimating the articulated pose of hands manipulating objects. Starting from multi-view setups at training time, [37, 38] propose weak supervision strategies for monocular human pose estimation. We consider monocular setups where the camera might move. Similarly to us, TexturePose [32] enforces photometric consistency between pairs of frames to refine body pose estimates. They define the consistency loss in UV space: this assumes a UV parameterization is always provided. Instead, we define our loss in image space. Notably, these methods consider scenarios without severe occlusions (only one instance, i.e. one body, is in the scene).

None of these methods focuses on hands, and more particularly on complex hand-object interactions.

3. Method

We propose a CNN-based model for 3D hand-object reconstruction that can be efficiently trained from a set of sparsely annotated video frames. Namely, our method takes as input a monocular RGB video, capturing hands interacting with objects. We assume that the object model is known, and that sparse annotations are available only for a subset of video frames.

As in previous work [21, 47, 48], we assume that a 3D mesh model of the object is provided. To reconstruct hands, we rely on the parametric model MANO [41], which deforms a 3D hand mesh template according to a set of shape and pose parameters. As output, our method returns hand and object 3D vertex locations (together with shape and pose parameters) for each frame in the sequence.

The key idea of our approach is to use a photometric consistency loss, that we leverage as self-supervision on the unannotated intermediate frames in order to improve hand-object reconstructions. We introduce this loss in Sec. 3.1. We then describe our learning framework in detail in Sec. 3.2.

3.1. Photometric Supervision from Motion

As mentioned above, our method takes as input a sequence of RGB frames and outputs hand and object mesh vertex locations for each frame. The same type of output is generated in [12], where each RGB frame is processed separately. We observe that the temporal continuity in videos imposes temporal constraints between neighboring frames. We assume that 3D annotations are provided only for a sparse subset of frames; this is a scenario that often occurs in practice when data collection is performed on sequential images, but only a subset of them is manually annotated. We then define a self-supervised loss to propagate this information to unlabeled frames.

Our self-supervised loss exploits photometric consistency between frames, and is defined in image space. Figure 2 illustrates the process. Consider an annotated frame at time $t_{ref}$, $I_{t_{ref}}$, for which we have ground-truth hand and object vertices $V_{t_{ref}}$ (to simplify the notation, we do not distinguish here between hand and object vertices). Given an unlabeled frame $I_{t_{ref}+k}$, our goal is to accurately regress hand and object vertex locations $V_{t_{ref}+k}$. Our main insight is that, given estimated per-frame 3D meshes and known
camera intrinsics, we can back-project our meshes on image space and leverage pixel-level information to provide additional cross-frame supervision.

Given $I_{t_{ref}+k}$, we first regress hand and object vertices $V_{t_{ref}+k}$ in a single feed-forward network pass (see Sec. 3.2). Imagine now to back-project these vertices on $I_{t_{ref}+k}$ and assign to each vertex the color of the pixel they are projected onto. The object meshes at $t_{ref}$ and $t_{ref}+k$ share the same topology; and so do the hand meshes. So, if we back-project the ground-truth meshes at $t_{ref}$ on $I_{t_{ref}}$, corresponding vertices from $V_{t_{ref}}$ and $V_{t_{ref}+k}$ should be assigned the same color.

We translate this idea into our photometric consistency loss. We compute the 3D displacement (“flow”) between corresponding vertices from $V_{t_{ref}}$ and $V_{t_{ref}+k}$. These values are then projected on the image plane, and interpolated on the visible mesh triangles. To this end, we differentiably render the estimated flow from $V_{t_{ref}}$ to $V_{t_{ref}+k}$ using the Neural Renderer [20]. This allows us to define a warping flow $W$ between the pair of images as a function of $V_{t_{ref}+k}$.

We exploit the computed flow to warp $I_{t_{ref}+k}$ into the warped image $W(I_{t_{ref}+k}, V_{t_{ref}+k})$, by differentiably sampling values from $I_{t_{ref}+k}$ according to the predicted optical flow displacements. Our loss enforces consistency between the warped image and the reference one:

$$L_{photo}(V_{t_{ref}+k}) = \|M \cdot (W(I_{t_{ref}+k}, V_{t_{ref}+k}) - I_{t_{ref}})\|_1,$$

where $M$ is a binary mask denoting surface point visibility. In order to compute the visibility mask, we ensure that the supervised pixels belong to the silhouette of the reprojected mesh in the target frame $I_{t_{ref}+k}$. We additionally verify that the supervision is not applied to pixels which are occluded in the reference frame by performing a cyclic consistency check similarly to [14, 29] which is detailed in Appendix C. We successively warp a grid of pixel locations using the optical flow $t_{ref}$ to $t_{ref}+k$ and from $t_{ref}+k$ to $t_{ref}$ and include only pixel locations which remain stable, a constraint which does not hold for mesh surface points which are occluded in one of the frames. Note that the error is minimized with respect to the estimated hand and object vertices $V_{t_{ref}+k}$.

The consistency supervision $L_{photo}$ can be applied directly on pixels, similarly to self-supervised ego-motion and depth learning scenarios [8, 54]. The main difference with these approaches is that they estimate per-pixel depth values while we attempt to leverage the photometric consistency loss in order to refine rigid and articulated motions. Our approach is similar in spirit to that of [32]. With respect to them, we consider a more challenging scenario (multiple 3D instances and large occlusions). Furthermore, we define our loss in image space, instead of UV space, and thus we do not assume that a UV parametrization is available.

As each operation is differentiable, we can combine this loss and use it as supervision either in isolation or in addition to other reconstruction losses (Sec. 3.2).

### 3.2. Dense 3D Hand-Object Reconstruction

We apply the loss introduced in Sec. 3.1 to 3D hand-object reconstructions obtained independently for each
frame. These per-frame estimates are obtained with a single forward pass through a deep neural network, whose architecture is shown in Fig. 3. In the spirit of [3, 12], our network takes as input a single RGB image and outputs MANO [41] pose and shape parameters. However, differently from [12], we assume that a 3D model of the object is given, and we regress its 6D pose by adding a second head to our network (see again Fig. 3). We employ as backbone a simple ResNet-18 [15], which is computationally very efficient (see Sec. 4). We use the base network model as the image encoder and select the last layer before the classifier to produce our image features. We then regress hand and object parameters from these features through 2 dense layers with ReLU non-linearities. Further details about the architecture can be found in Appendix A.

In the following, we provide more details about hand-object pose and shape regression, and about the losses used at training time.

Hand-object global pose estimation. We formulate the hand-object global pose estimation problem in the camera coordinate system and aim to find precise absolute 3D positions of hands and objects. Instead of a weak perspective model, we choose here to use a more realistic projective model. In our images, hand-object interactions are usually captured at a short distance from the camera. So the assumptions underlying weak perspective models do not hold. As in [24, 51], we predict values that can be easily estimated from image evidence. Namely, in order to estimate hand and object translations, we regress a focal-normalized depth offset \(d_f\) and a 2D translation vector \((u, v)\), defined in pixel space. We compute \(d_f\) as

\[
d_f = \frac{V_z - z_{off}}{f},
\]

(2)

where \(V_z\) is the distance between mesh vertex and camera center along the z-axis, \(f\) is the camera focal length, and \(z_{off}\) is empirically set to 40 cm. \(u\) and \(v\) represent the translation, in pixels, of the object (or hand) origin, projected on the image space, with respect to the image center. Note that we regress \(d_f\) and \((u, v)\) for both the hand and the object, separately.

Given the estimated \(d_f\) and \((u, v)\), and the camera intrinsics parameters, we can easily derive the object (hand) global translation in 3D. For the global rotation, we adopt the axis-angle representation. Following [19, 24, 33], the rotation for object and hand is predicted in the object-centered coordinate system.

Hand articulated pose and shape estimation. We obtain hand 3D reconstructions by predicting MANO pose and shape parameters. For the pose, similarly to [3, 12], we predict the principal composant analysis (PCA) coefficients of the low-dimensional hand pose space provided in [41]. For the shape, we predict the MANO shape parameters, which control identity-specific characteristics such as skeleton bone length. Overall, we predict 15 pose coefficients and 10 shape parameters.

Regularization losses. We find it effective to regularize both hand pose and shape by applying \(\ell_2\) penalization as in [3]. \(\mathcal{L}_{\theta_{hand}}\) prevents unnatural joint rotations, while \(\mathcal{L}_{\beta_{hand}}\) prevents extreme shape deformations, which can result in irregular and unrealistic hand meshes.

Skeleton adaptation. Hand skeleton models can vary substantially between datasets, resulting in inconsistencies in the definition of joint locations. Skeleton mismatches may force unnatural deformations of the hand model. To account for these differences, we replace the fixed MANO joint regressor with a skeleton adaptation layer which regresses joint locations from vertex positions. We initialize this linear regressor using the values from the MANO joint regressor and optimize it jointly with the network weights. We keep the tips of the fingers and the wrist joint fixed to the original locations, and learn a dataset-specific mapping for the other joints at training time. More details are provided in Appendix D.

Reconstruction losses. In total, we predict 6 parameters for hand-object rotation and translation and 25 MANO parameters, which result in a total of 37 regressed parameters. We then apply the predicted transformations to the reference hand and object models and further produce the 3D joint locations of the MANO hand model, which are output by MANO in addition to the hand vertex locations. We define our supervision on hand joint positions, \(\mathcal{L}_{J_{hand}}\), as well as on 3D object vertices, \(\mathcal{L}_{V_{obj}}\). Both losses are defined as \(\ell_2\) errors.

Our final loss \(\mathcal{L}_{HO}\) is a weighted sum of the reconstruction and regularization terms:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{HO} = \mathcal{L}_{V_{obj}} + \lambda_J \mathcal{L}_{J_{hand}} + \lambda_\beta \mathcal{L}_{\beta_{hand}} + \lambda_\theta \mathcal{L}_{\theta_{hand}}.
\]

4. Evaluation

In this section, we first describe the datasets and corresponding evaluation protocols. We then compare our method to the state of the art and provide a detailed analysis of our framework.

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate our framework for joint 3D hand-object reconstruction and pose estimation on two recently released datasets: First Person Hand Action Benchmark [6] and HO3D [11] which provide pose annotations for all hand keypoints as well as the manipulated rigid object.

First-person hand action benchmark (FPHAB): The FPHAB dataset [6] collects egocentric RGB-D videos capturing a wide range of hand-object interactions, with
ground-truth annotations for 3D hand pose, 6D object pose, and hand joint locations. The annotations are obtained in an automated way, using mocap magnetic sensors strapped on hands. Object pose annotations are available for 4 objects, for a subset of the videos. Similarly to hand annotations, they are obtained via magnetic sensors. In our evaluation, we use the same action split as in [47]: each object is present in both the training and test splits, thus allowing the model to learn instance-specific 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) transformations. To further compare our results to those of [12], we also use the subject split of FPHAB where the training and test splits feature different subjects.

HO-3D: The recent HO-3D dataset [11] is the result of an effort to collect 3D pose annotations for both hands and manipulated objects in a markerless setting. In this work, we report results on the subset of the dataset which was released as the first version [10]. Details on the specific subset are provided in Appendix B. The subset of HO-3D we focus on contains 14 sequences, out of which 2 are available for evaluation. The authors augment the real training sequences with additional synthetic data. In order to compare our method against the baselines introduced in [10], we train jointly on their real and synthetic training sets.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate our approach on 3D hand pose estimation and 6D object pose estimation and use official train/test splits to evaluate our performance in comparison to the state of the art. We report accuracy using the following metrics.

Mean 3D errors. To assess the quality of our 3D hand reconstructions, we compute the mean end-point error (in mm) over 21 joints following [55]. For objects, on FPHAB we compute the average vertex distance (in mm) in camera coordinates to compare against [47], on HO-3D, we look at average bounding box corner distances.

Mean 2D errors. We report the mean errors between reprojected keypoints and 2D ground-truth locations for hands and objects. To evaluate hand pose estimation accuracy, we measure the average joint distance. For object pose estimation, following the protocol for 3D error metrics, we report average 2D vertex distance on FPHAB, and average 2D corner distance on HO-3D. To further compare our results against [10], we also report the percentage of correct keypoints (PCK). To do so, for different pixel distances, we compute the percentage of frames for which the average error is lower than the given threshold.

4.3. Experimental Results

We first report the pose estimation accuracy of our single-frame hand-object reconstruction model and compare it against the state of the art [10, 47]. We then present the results of our motion-based self-supervised learning approach and demonstrate its efficiency in case of scarcity of ground-truth annotations.

**Single-frame hand-object reconstruction.** Taking color images as input, our model reconstructs dense meshes to leverage pixel-level consistency, and infers hand and object poses. To compare our results to the state of the art [10, 12, 47], we evaluate our pose estimation accuracy on the FPHAB [6] and HO-3D [11] datasets.

Table 1 demonstrates that our model achieves better accuracy than [47] on object pose estimation. We attribute this to the fact that [47] regresses keypoint positions, and recovers the object pose as a non-differentiable post-processing step, while we directly optimize for the 6D pose. Our method achieves on average a hand pose estimation error of 18 mm on FPHAB which is outperformed by [47] by a margin of 2.6 mm. This experiment is in line with earlier reported results, where the estimation of individual keypoint locations outperformed regression of model parameters [19, 32, 33]. While providing competitive pose estimation accuracy to the state of the art, our approach has the advantage of predicting a detailed hand shape, which is crucial for fine-grained understanding of hand-object interactions and contact points. We further compare our results to those of [12] that reports results on FPHAB using the subject split and demonstrate that our model provides improved hand pose estimation accuracy, while additionally estimating the global position of the hand in the camera space.

We further evaluate the hand-object pose estimation accuracy of our single-image model on the recently introduced HO-3D dataset. We show in Fig. 5 that we outperform [10] on both hand and object pose estimation.

In Table 3, we analyze the effect of simultaneously training for hand and object pose estimation within a unified framework. We compare the results of our unified model to those of the models trained individually for hand pose estimation and object pose estimation. We observe that the unified co-training slightly degrades hand pose accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hand error</th>
<th>Object error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tekin et al.</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison to state-of-the-art method of Tekin et al. [47] on FPHAB [6], errors are reported in mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Hand error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours - no skeleton adaptation</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasson et al. [12]</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. On the FPHAB dataset, for which the skeleton is substantially different from the MANO one, we show that adding a skeleton adaptation layer allows us to outperform [12], while additionally predicting the global translation of the hand.
Figure 4. Qualitative results on the FPHAB dataset. We visualize the reconstructed meshes reprojected on the image as well as a rotated view. When training on the full dataset, we obtain reconstructions which accurately capture the hand-object interaction. In the sparsely supervised setting, we qualitatively observe that photometric consistency allows to recover more accurate hand and object poses. Failure cases occur in the presence of important motion blur and large occlusions of the hand or the object by the subject’s arm.

Figure 5. Evaluation of our baseline for hand-object pose estimation on the early release of the HO-3D [10] dataset. We report the PCK for 2D joint mean-end-point error for hands, and the mean 2D reprojection error for objects.

The phenomenon is also observed by [47], and might be due to the fact that while the hand pose highly constrains the object pose, simultaneous estimation of the object pose does not result in increased hand pose estimation accuracy, due to higher degrees of freedom inherent to the articulated pose estimation problem.

Table 3. We compare training for hand and object pose estimation jointly and separately on FPHAB [6] and find that the encoder can be shared at a minor performance cost in hand and object pose accuracy.

**Photometric supervision on video.** We now validate the efficiency of our self-supervised dense hand-object reconstruction approach when ground-truth data availability is limited. We pretrain several models on a fraction of the data by sampling frames uniformly in each sequence. We sample a number of frames to reach the desired ratio of annotated frames in each training video sequence, starting from the first frame. We then continue training with photometric consistency as an additional loss, while maintaining the full supervision on the sparsely annotated frames. Additional implementation and training details are discussed in Appendix A. In order to single out the effect of the ad-
While rotation errors around axis parallel to the camera plane are not corrected and are sometimes even introduced by the photometric consistency loss, we observe qualitative improvement in the 2D reprojection of the predicted meshes on the image plane.

We report average values and standard deviations over 5 different runs. We experiment with various regimes of data scarcity, progressively decreasing the percentage of annotated keyframes from 50 to less than 1%.

We report our results in Fig. 8 for FPHAB and in Fig. 7 for HO-3D. We observe that only 20% of the frames are necessary to reach the densely supervised performance on the FPHAB dataset, which can be explained by the correlated nature between neighboring frames. However, as we further decrease the fraction of annotated data, the generalization error significantly decreases. We demonstrate that our self-supervised learning strategy significantly improves the pose estimation accuracy in the low data regime when only a few percent of the actual dataset size are annotated and reduces the rigid reliance on large labeled datasets for hand-object reconstruction. Although the similarity between the reference and consistency-supervised frames decreases as the supervision across video becomes more sparse and the average distance to the reference frame increases, resulting in larger appearance changes, we observe that the benefits from our additional photometric consistency is most noticeable for both hands and objects as scarcity of fully annotated data increases. When using less than one percent of the training data with full supervision, we observe an absolute average improvement of 7 pixels for objects and 4 pixels for hands, reducing the gap between the sparsely and fully supervised setting by respectively 25 and 23% (see Fig. 8). While on HO-3D the pixel-level improvements on objects do not translate to better 3D reconstruction scores for the object (see Fig. 7), on FPHAB, the highest relative improvement is observed for object poses when fully supervising 2.5% of the data. In this setup, the 4.7 reduction in the average pixel error corresponds to a reduction of the error by 51% and results in a reduction by 40% in the 3D mm error. We qualitatively investigate the modes
of improvement and failure from introducing the additional photometric consistency loss in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6.

As our method relies on photometric consistency for supervision, it is susceptible to fail when the photometric consistency assumption is infringed, which can occur for instance in cases of fast motions or illumination changes. However, our method has the potential to provide meaningful supervision in cases where large motions occur between the reference and target frames, as long as the photometric consistency hypothesis holds. We observe that in most cases, our baseline provides reasonable initial pose estimates on unannotated frames, which allows the photometric loss to provide informative gradients. In Fig. 9, we show examples of successful and failed pose refinements on training samples from the FPHAB dataset supervised by our loss. Our model is able to improve pose estimations in challenging cases, where the initial prediction is inaccurate and there are large motions with respect to the reference frame.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new method for dense 3D reconstruction of hands and objects from monocular color images. We further present a sparsely supervised learning approach leveraging photo-consistency between sparsely supervised frames. We demonstrated that our approach achieves high accuracy for hand and object pose estimation and successfully leverages similarities between sparsely annotated and unannotated neighboring frames to provide additional supervision. Future work will explore additional self-supervised 3D interpenetration and scene interaction constraints for hand-object reconstruction. Our framework is general and can be extended to incorporate the full 3D human body along with the environment surfaces, which we intend to explore to achieve a full human-centric scene understanding.
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Appendix

Our main paper described a method for joint reconstruction of hands and objects, and proposed to leverage photometric consistency as an additional source of supervision in scenarios where ground truth is scarce. We provide additional details on the implementation in Section A, and describe the used training and test splits on the HO-3D dataset [10] in Section B. In Section C, we detail the cyclic consistency check that allows us to compute the valid mask for the photometric consistency loss. Section D provides additional insights on the effect of using the skeleton adaptation layer.

A. Implementation details

Architecture. We extract image features from the last layer of ResNet18 [13] before softmax. We regress in separate branches 6 parameters for the global object translation and rotation, 3 parameters for the global hand translation, and 28 MANO parameters which account for global hand rotation, articulated pose and shape deformation. The details of each branch are presented in Table 4.

Training. All models are trained using the PyTorch [31] framework. We use the Adam [22] optimizer with a learning rate of $5 \cdot 10^{-5}$. We initialize the weights of our network using the weights of a ResNet [13] trained on ImageNet [42]. We empirically observed improved stability during training when freezing the weights initialized on ImageNet.

We pretrain the models on fractions of the data without the consistency loss. As an epoch contains fewer iterations when using a subset of the dataset, we observe that a larger number of epochs is needed to reach convergence for smaller fractions of training data. We later fine-tune our network with the consistency loss using a fixed number of 200 epochs.

Runtime. The forward pass runs in real time, at 34 frames per second on a Titan X GPU.

B. HO-3D subset

In Sec. 4.3, we work with the subset of the dataset which was first released. Out of the 68 sequences which have been released as the final version of the dataset, 15 have been made available as part of an earlier release. Out of these, we select the 14 sequences that depict manipulation naturally elongated to account for different definitions of the joint locations. To demonstrate this effect, we train a model on the FPHAB [6] dataset and the MANO [41] hand model. As shown in Table 2 of our main paper, we observe marginal improvements in the average joint predictions using our skeleton adaptation layer. This demonstrates that MANO [41] has already the ability to deform sufficiently to account for various skeleton conventions. However, these deformations come at the expense of the realism of the reconstructed meshes, which undergo unnatural deformations in order to account for the displacements of the joints. To demonstrate this effect, we train a model on the FPHAB [6] dataset, without the linear skeleton adaptation layer, and qualitatively compare the predicted hand meshes with and without skeleton adaptation. We observe in Fig. 10(a) that, without skeleton adaptation, the fingers get unnaturally elongated to account for different definitions of the joint locations in FPHAB and MANO. As shown in Fig. 10(b), we are able to achieve higher realism for the reconstructed meshes using our skeleton adaptation layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Branch</th>
<th>Input shape</th>
<th>Output shape</th>
<th>ReLU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object pose</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regressor</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand translation</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regressor</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand pose</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and shape</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regressor</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Architecture of the Hand and Object parameter regression branches. We use fully connected linear layers to regress pose and shape parameters from the 512-dimensional features.

C. Cycle consistent visibility check

Our consistency check is similar to [14, 29]. Following the notation of Sec. 3.1, let us denote the flow warping the estimated frame $I_{t_{ref}+k}$ into the reference one $I_{t_{ref}}$ by $W_{t_{ref}+k \rightarrow t_{ref}}$. Similarly, we compute a warping flow in the opposite direction, from the reference frame to the estimated one: $W_{t_{ref} \rightarrow t_{ref}+k}$. Given the mask $M_{t_{ref}+k}$ obtained by projecting $V_{t_{ref}}$ on image space, we consider each pixel $p \in M_{t_{ref}+k}$. We warp $p$ into the reference frame, and then back into the estimated one: $	ilde{p} = W_{t_{ref} \rightarrow t_{ref}+k}(W_{t_{ref}+k \rightarrow t_{ref}}(p))$. If the distance between $p$ and $	ilde{p}$ is greater than 2 pixels, we do not apply our loss at this location. On FHB, when using 1% of the data as reference frames, this check discards 3.3% of $M_{t_{ref}+k}$ pixels.

D. Skeleton Adaptation

The defined locations for the joints do not exactly match each other for the FPHAB [6] dataset and the MANO [41] hand model. As shown in Table 2 of our main paper, we observe marginal improvements in the average joint predictions using our skeleton adaptation layer. This demonstrates that MANO [41] has already the ability to deform sufficiently to account for various skeleton conventions. However, these deformations come at the expense of the realism of the reconstructed meshes, which undergo unnatural deformations in order to account for the displacements of the joints. To demonstrate this effect, we train a model on the FPHAB [6] dataset, without the linear skeleton adaptation layer, and qualitatively compare the predicted hand meshes with and without skeleton adaptation. We observe in Fig. 10(a) that, without skeleton adaptation, the fingers get unnaturally elongated to account for different definitions of the joint locations in FPHAB and MANO. As shown in Fig. 10(b), we are able to achieve higher realism for the reconstructed meshes using our skeleton adaptation layer.